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Mealey’s Emerging Insurance Disputes captures and tracks new areas of coverage liability, novel policy
applications, and conflicting policy language interpretations as they arise in the ever-evolving world of
insurance litigation. The Report details cases in a wide range of practices areas, from the corporate
world to the coverage fallout of high-profile lawsuits.

Litigation Snapshot

The prescription pharmaceutical drug abuse
epidemic in West Virginia and California
has triggered new insurance coverage
disputes. The defamation lawsuits filed against
actor Billy Cosby, the Madoff Ponzi Scheme and
the Jerry Sandusky sexual abuse scandal have
also spawned a whole realm of insurance
coverage lawsuits at the federal and state court
level. Data theft, securities fraud, business risk,
intellectual property, product liability, municipal
liability, fiduciary liability, advertising injury and
insurance practices involving the handling of
more recent catastrophic events, such as
Superstorm Sandy, continue to be hot topics in
insurance litigation.
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Advertising injury
Employment
Professional liability
D&O liability
Sexual discrimination
Wrongful death
Intentional acts
Technology disputes
Slander/defamation
Malpractice
Policy language
Insurance practices
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Who Needs to Know

» Attorneys who focus on insurance
» Corporate counsel including policyholder or
claims counsel

» Corporate risk managers
» Judges and court staff

How Lexis Legal News Can Help

Mealey’s Emerging Insurance Disputes on Lexis
Legal News and via email delivery features unbiased
news stories, case summaries, attorney listings, and
the PDF of court and agency documents and
regulations. Subscribers also receive expert
commentary articles and email bulletins of breaking
news. This valuable insight into current news and
litigation trends helps subscribers to advise clients,
prepare for trial, draft pleadings and briefs, develop
case strategies, formulate arguments and build
compelling cases.

Request complimentary trial access at www.lexislegalnews.com.
To order, contact your LexisNexis account representative or call 800.223.1940.
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